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Looking Ahead

Rilees Detail Housing Needs:

One of the fastest growing segments of the American populatiyM
is die 55-and-over age group Last year. for example. some 4514
'million Americans reached this age bracket: by the year 2030.
almost 30 percent of America's total population will be 55 an
over.

'In January 1980, the Federal National Mortgage Associatio
(FNMA) sponsored a symposium designed to focus increase
national attention on the housing needs of the retired (See
Challenge! December 1978) Called Forum 111.-theomposi m
was attended by 120 middle-income retirees. who were sele 'ted
from arming 1.158 persons who had responded to an earlier
request from FNMA to write about their housine:needs and
preferences The attendees came from eery, State and had
Worked in every major area of the eLonomy'befvre they retired.
Enthusiasm abounded among the 12 disLussion groups.

Financial security and maintaining tijeir independence were the'
major concerns expressed by the participants They talked a ut
their present housing, whether they were content with it,
whether they might need to move Home maintenance (upkeep)
was cited as the number one force that impels retirees to move
Participants indicated they need less space than their present
quarters provide, and expressed a preference for four rooms or
Jess in their next living unit

Some participants expressed concern about'the increased
emphasis being placed on the special needs of the handiapped
and those in need of substantial housing High-rises were found to
be forbidding: retirement villages were viewed as tor) expensive.
and mobile homes were criticized for lack of bulk storage space
However, mobile homes Were considered one of the most

ps'biennd Most economical for retired people SProedid not
'114Yetinlya-ttibitiotheraltreicsedple One partietpaiit said a

retirement village "takes you out of the mainstream of society
and you're limited the age limit is 55 years and up

After discussing the basic concept of retirement living. the
symposium participants were asked to walk through a house, to
be4esigned especially for retirement living. and express their
negh and preferences room by room.

Following are Some of the recommendations offered

The kitchen was retarded as the most important room in the
house The majority of retirees want some type of separation
between the kitchen and'hving-dining space. Unanimously, they
wanted the upper cabinets_ to be lower, thereby avoiding the use of
a stool or ladder.

Costs permitting, they would prefer laundry equipment to he
located in their apartment-and would accept any location where
space is available except an entry hall closet. .

A-Tearoom is desirable even for single retirees. -
While they agreed that a walk-in shower with a seat is safer for

the elderly, most participants wanted a tub with a shower. Non-
slip tub bottoms were declared a "must" and Ngrab,,bar at the
bathtub is desired.

They complained ofslaik of storage space. They did agree.
however, th-at the more space provided the more things.they .*-
accumulate

The style and design of the main entrance door seemed to be of
less concern to the participants than its safety features. They

.
suggested it be equipped with a peephole or one-way glass in the
upper panel. Sliding glass doors had few supporters Interior '
doors should be wide enough to accommodate the use of a wheel
chair.

Many participants were LonLemedibout v. hat is happening to the
Lurrent and future supply of rental housing for the retired.. They .

feel that lower-rent apartment buildings. which often house a
large number of older people. are being hastily converted to
condominiums for quick profits. While the participants
recognized the rights otproperfy owners, they believe ofvners
should be more considerate of presentienants and provide.thern
with more information when condominium conversion rst
plarthed. The participants also believe that-tenants have certain
rights which should be clanfied and expanded through stricter
con versionl.egulation.

There are three important findings concerningretirees and their
present or future homess a result of Forum III. First,--there is a ,
significant housing market made up of middle-income retirees
and it is growin at a fast pace. Secondly, retired Amencans do
have very rea references and desires concenipgtheir retirement
"tome and, within obviobs cost limitationsretirees want their
preferences incorporated int06/.. r<e-s, Thirdly, the type of .
home that retirees pre ferpitt can affordis not currently betrig built
in any significant quantity".

The findings of Forum III have been published in a report entitled .

'Housing for the Retired." which is available for $3.50 from the
Federal National Mortgage Association. 3900 Wisconsin Ave., ,

N.W., Washington. D.C. 2001.6.

Monument to Semo 'ower

Downtown Washington, D. .. will be the site of the new
National Senior Citizens Center The building. purchased by the

G.
National Council of Senici Citizens (NCSC). will be the
Council's official headquarters From its new location at 925 15th
Street, NCSC will carry on the work it has beperforming for
the past 20 years on behalf of older Americans. A building fund,

.'4-44.s been established, with a goal of $1 million to be raised by next
';..I nenvyhen the Center will be ready for occupancy

±
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4 Shared Living for Elders: A Viahle Alternative - From
an economic and sociological standpoint, housing for the
elderly must be responsive to special needs of this
growing segment of the U.S. population. Among the
varied attempts to do so is the implementing of programs
in which housing is "shared:" Two experts in this
relatively new movement describg some local
experiencts.

13 Helping the Elderly Repair Their Homes - Housing
maintenance an expensive proposition has serious
implications for elderly households, and the low- and
fixed-income elderly in particular. Neil Mayer offers
some theories that address this problem in this issue of
Challenge!

18 Housihg for the Elderly - Concerns VO-iatiti.111_
Forum HUD consumer forums on expanding housing
opportunities.have attracted large audiences ofvery vocal
and extremely concerned citizens. Highlights of the
forums held in are of Texas and intos Angeles are,
captured in this issue,of Challenge!

.
21 Elderly Services Delivery System - Ft. Lauderdale

(Fla.) -.ESDS is far from tieing a household name -But
to the elderlytenAnts-of public housing and Section 8
housing in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. ,...iimeans the difference
between indeiattent-living and a nursing home. Through
cooperative,effortg of the Housing Authority of the City

.LLatiderdafe,community based services and other N.
service resources, very special needs are being net with
unusual success.

26 HUD Dollars in Economic Devetopmentin
Buffalo - With aggtessiveruse of HUD dollais,
including Urban Development Action Grant funds
(UDAG), the City of Buffalo is,:',turning the corner" in
revitalizing its downtown, residential, industrial and ,
office and retail areas.
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Shared Living for
Elders: A Viable
Alternative

by Mary Ann Wittier and Janet L. Widan

Challenge!

How and whereto douse thelderly have
always been viewed as "a problem" by
legislators, social policymakers and
community leaders in this country. Where
ciin space be found? Who will pay for the
housings mach less the needed medical
and social services? And, what can be
done with the older people once their
shelter needs have been satisfied?

These haVe been plaguing questions,
answered all too often with institutional
responses: The problems have been
exacerbated by increased inflation and
medical and foTiirclists, coupled with the
crippled housing industry.'a

e
A new movement is taking hold in
communities throughout the Nation.
Instead of the professional planners
deciding what is iq be done with this
growing populatioli of older people,
Many senior citizens are beginning to

'decide for themselves where they will
live, whom they' will live with, and how
they will spend their time. They are

, taking action to combat the frequent
loneliness and difficulties of old age.

How is this,possibte and where is it
_happening?

'It is occurring next door, acros?the street,
or on the abandoned farm down the road.
It is the result of a slow, painstaking
process, often inittated by older people
and augmented by Others of alrages who
are interested in developing alternative

September 1989 5
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housing choices for themselves and for
their elderly neighbors. And it is
happening on a very small, very tiumam
scale.

Small groups of people irtexisting
communities are working with each other
to buy or rent existing older houses, fix
them up, and create "families." The
secret seems to be the small scale of they
"projects in combination with; the
flexibility and.active participation of the
residents. The development process and
daily governing process take time,
patience, compromise, skill, and, most
important: human interaction and
compassion'

,--;: -I
-
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Who are the Residents?

The residents are people who have been
frustrated in their housing needs. They
have been living alone or with family,
with others with whom they are
incompatible in a house which was too
costly, too large or too cumbersome.
They are lonely and may have difficulties,
with mobility. They have been to far
away.from doctors, transportation, rood
or friends: They want to share their lives
with others and develop Clew skills, but
fear all the changes. They are still
independent, mentally alert and haVe no
need for constant medical attention, daily
prepared meals, or nursing,assistance.

MEIck Bay Aging Concerns Committee
(Boston)

The Back Bay Aging Concerns
Committee is a multidenominational,
intergenerational community organization
in 13oston, Massachusetts. In 1977, it
or anizeda corps of volunteers to help a

-year-otcl Back Bay resident, Mr.
'Reed, to remain in his own hothe. Reed
had, years before, accepted eight tenants
into his large family home tolielp him
pay for the upkeep. However, by the age
of 93, he vas in need of personal
assistance in order to remain in his own
home and familiar neighborhood

iv° I
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Eventually, Reed's lawyer found a buyer
and Reed went to a suburban nursing
home to live. The eight elderly tenants
were forced to vacate the house and to
leave theineighborhood, Mc/Mg been
unable to locate suitable affordable
housing nearby.

This situation prompted the Back Bay
Aging Concerns Committee to work
toward developing an alternative housing
arrangement for Back Bay people in need
of housing. The group was able to obtain
start-up funds from a Title III grant from
the Area Agency on Aging to set up a
cooperative intergenerational household
in the Back Bay area of the city. The.
group joined, forces withthe local Grey
Panthers an was able to.obtain the
volunteer assistance and expertise o(
several professionals in the Boston area.
However, throughout the devellipment
process, the work was approached
cooperatively. The Committee practiced
their belief that shared living projects can
be developed and administered yvithOut
"professionals." This cooperative
workstyle remains the mainstay ofThe
existinghousehold.

The steering Committee of.the Back Bay
Aging ConcernsCommittee divided itself(
into three task fprces: one to find a
suitable building to rent,. lease or buy; a
second to find the potential residents; and
a third to find financial resources to pay -

for the building and the accompanying
services. At this juncture the group hired
à full time director, s

Participants'in a successful shared living
arrangement are Ben Himil (loft) And
Victor Arkin (right). Himil is in kik
nineties and Arkin his eighties. For three
years they have shared a two-bedroom,
one bath.aparnnen't inTenice, Calif.

Due to the speculation in the real estate
.market and the potentiarthreaf of eviction
from a rented building, the group decided
to buy. They were fortunate to find a
structuit near public transportation, with,
an elevator on site. The old townhouse
which they bought had a rooming house
license. This was a stroke of good luck
since local zoning regulations frequently
Vase major deterrents to developing group
houses in residential communities. The'
group also foundlunds for the
downpayment. They had sub tted grant
proposals to several local found ions and
were able to obtain all but $11, of the
downpayment. A local church gio p
provided the necessary remaining funds.'

Attracting and choosing residents .

remained the final unsolved problem.
Notice of the project was placed in local
newspapers, on radio and through senior
citizen and community orgainzations,
Space, privacy, location and physical
amenities were all critical in attracting
residents. It was difficult to convey the
social environment which they were
trying to develop. After many coffee
hours, meetings and interviews, the
committee accepted five residents,4who
themselves began tmeet on a regular
basis) to join the committee's
decisionmaking and complete the resident,
selection'process,
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The existing boarding house tenants were
allowed to remain in the building as long
as they desired In fact, three of them still
reside there One of the three has joined
the other 12 people participating in the
communal social structure of the 'house.
Two of the residents are a younger
couple, theouse facilitators, who join
the residents in running the house There
is also one younger woman who is
physically handicapped

What Makes This Successful?

Most of the residents claim that, at first,
theyNere fearful. They were all strangers
to each other and had chosen this option
simply because'it seemed slightly better
than other options available to them. .41'

No was expecting to find the1ove and
support that have developed. There are
some logistical arrangements which keep
the house in working order. Each resident
must share one task that is within her/his
abilities. Attendance is required at one
group dinner per week and at the weekly
house meeting where all decisions are
Made. There is a permanenthouse,
administrative committee which reports
to the Board of Directors of the Back Bay
Aging Concerns Committee. However. '
the house administration committee could
potentially be fully composed of.
residents. The house is truly a self-
governing andself-determining entity.

d"
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"Seniors are hard-pressed to discover how
to survive in this painfully tight housing
market."

.

Members of the house help each other
with meal preparation. di sling, and
other activities, as help is needed.
Frailtiei and illnesses are dealt with as in
a family oremongegood friends.-For
example, as the handicapped woman
becomes increasingly frail from her
degenerative illness, she and the other
residents will together determine her
threshold of endurance and theirs in terms
of her remaining a participating resident:

Members of the original Back Bay Aging
Concerns Committee feel that they have
accomplished what they set out to do. .

They feel that their success is attributable
to the cooperative group process which .
they used throughout. By its nature such a
process will create varying projects
responding to the particular needs of the
sponsoring organizations. the community
and the residents. .

Alternative Livihg for the.Aging
(Los Angeles) .

Alternative Living for the Aging is a
ncinprofit corporation that evolved ill Los
Angeles to meet a particular housing
need. Three-and-a-half years ago. 7anet
Witkin, presently Executive Director of
Alternative LiJing for the Aging, Inc..
was transporting teenagers from a refcirm
Jewish Temple, Temple Isaiah. to visit
some elderly people who resided in a
board and care hOme in the Beverly-
Fairfax area of Los Ahgeles. The visitors
astced some of the active, alert residents
why they had moved into a board and care.
home. Sam, age 82. said that he was no

1

. .

longer able to care for his wife at honie
and had to place her in a convalescent
hoSpital. Consequently he had not been
eating well and his doctor suggested he
move into a board and care home. He had
given up his 'collection of Yidgish

,

.literature to move into the home. Another
resident, an elderly woman, said that
subsequent to a mugging on her street her
daughter had suggested she move into a
board and care home so she would not be
alone. .

The executive director of the program had
heard about the Weinfeld Group Horne in
Qiicago. where 12 women, average, age
82, share six 'Converted townhouses,
spSnsored by the Chicago Jewish Council
for the Elderly:She had also learned of
SAGE, SeniorActualization a d Gra* h
Explorations, a self-help health rotiain
for seniors in Berkeley, Californ . She
considered it a worthwhile venture to
combine the two ideas cooperative
living and self-help health program .in
Los Angeles.

9

i
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"It was thought.that this model project
should be near transportation, irt an area
where seniors would have easy access to
all seryicecentral to their daily lives.
Beverly-Fairfax was selected as the area
for the project. The census tract in which
the project is located has the highest
density of older persons and also of those
persons living in poverty of all the census
tracts in the city of-Los Angeles, as
indicated in State of the Ca y, 1976.
Senior Citizen Priorities, Los Angeles
CommunityAnalysis Bureau.

The major thrust of this project is to
keep seniors involved with one
another and with daily activities by
having them assume responsibilityin
housekeeping, shopping, and
interacting with others. it is hoped that
this model will create a second family
for these seniors an extended ,

family, ajnutually:supportive, self-help
environment,. in which people can age
with dignity and a high degree of
independence. This project is
intended to prove that there are
alternatives to living alone and
alternatives to institutionalizpon,;
partickgarly, to premature and

-inappropriate institutionalization.

Challenge!
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Ms Witkin discussed the concept with
the Rabbis of-Templ( Isaiah in Los
Angeles as well as with others whovere
active in gerontology and the Jewish
community. They were all eager to
pursue the idea. A proposal was
submitted to HUD for Community
Development Block Grant funds to
purchase and rehab an existing apartment
build* for the pfirpose of establishing a

cooperative living situation for seniors.
The necessary funding was awarded. A
nonprofitcorporation was established in
September 1978, with a 49-member
board of directors from the community.
The board of directors includes people
with various types of expertise
attorneys, architects, CPA's, social
workers, a psychiatrist, a medical doctor,
gerontologists, planners, and business
people Board members have been
generous with their time, energy and
expertise.

The building has been purchased and the
architect has looked at local housing:
facilities for seniors and talked.with
experts in the field. He is currentry
redesigning the bwIding for the project.
The buildinusa large two-story duplex
wittone large apartment on each floor,
and threp bedrooms, each with one and a
half .bathrooms. There is also A large

'backyard, and an addition to,the building*
i planned. Each resident will have
private room and bath; residents will

N1/4, share-socializing areas. It is anticipatdd
that dinners will be shared, and perhap's a
cook will be hired. Residents will prepare

September 198d 9

theik, own breakfasts and lunches 'or take
them at one of the several local senior
nutrition sites. The building will be open
for occupancy by early 1981.

The SAGE group in Berkeley will assist
the initial group of.senior residents in
becoming acquainted with each other,
being mutually supportive and
establiShing a healthy, positive tone for -.
the project. They will also help build self-

"help health techniques into the residents'
groups activities. :
Several blocks from the building site,is
Housing Alternatives for Seniors, a:
storefront social service,project.wliich is
funded by the Administration on Aging,
Model Project:Division. This
organization matches seniors tt, live
together in existing housing. Housing
Alternatives for Seniors will also provide
supportive social services to the residents
of the cooperative living building to
facilitate the development of a

democratic, mutuallPsupportive self-help
environment for these seniors. The
program has been well received in the
community, where there is currently a

less than one peFent vacancy factor.
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Cos Angeles, like many cities in the
Nation, has a severe shortage of
affordable rental housing. Seniors are
hard-pressed to diScover how t5 survive
ih this painfully tight housing market.
Organizations such as Housing
Alternatives for Seniors in Angeles.
Project Match, Inc. in San Jose, and
project SHARE in Hempstead, Nassau
County, Long Island, N.Y. ate
successfully matching senior citizens with
other older or younger people, to help
each other live in economically.and
emotionally comfortable environments:,

Small Gfoup Homes for the Oldelr
Adults (Hawaii)

Another approach to the elderly's housing
problem exists,in Hawaii. Barbara
i(hurana of Catholic Social Service in
Honolulu directs a program called Small?'
Group Homes for the Older Adult.

Jr.

Catholic Social Service leases the
individual houses from their owners
(master leasing); Khurana utilizes a
standard rental agreement with the

'landlords. She then draws up an
individual rental agreement with each
resident. Residents give 30 days notice
when leaving the house. Zoning problems
are nonexistent.

Khurana, assisted by two social work
students, runs five houses in Kaimuki,
Kailua, Patioa, Liliha', and Kameohi.
Each hpuse accommodates three to five
personwvet 50 years of age. Costs per
person range from S133.00 a Month to
$230.00 a month fouent and utilities.,
Each petson has a private bedroom.

Khurana visits for about an hour in each
potential resident's home before she did
the prospective resident go to the group
home to meet theiother residents.
Residentt meet prospective residents
before they move in. Some of the shared
houses have a one-month trial period
before rental agreements are signed,

Khurana attempts to match individuals in
a particular house so that there is a
diversity of physical and emotional .

'abilities. One individual's strengths
complement anottier's infirmities,
creating theinix of skills essential to the
effective running ofa group hdine. There
are no resident managers in the houses.
Each house has a weekly house meeting.
The residents know whom to call in case
of emergency. ,

People with minimal, not chronic
difficulties, are admitted to this program.
Some receive homemaker choice service;
thielsicervice is for the individual, not (ei.

Food-is bought in.bulk and food donations.
"are received. It is tOd'expensive t8 shop
cook and do other chores Individually. In
one particular house, there are Japanese,

th use:

Koreans, Sampans and Caucasians! The
only problem with this ethnic mix seems
to be the food, which is solved in this
house by not eating communally.

In each of these five houses, there ire
loners people. who have been alone all
of their lives. These are the people who
might, for lack of alternatives, enter
institutions. Most_of the people in the five
houses do not have children.

Overnight guests are cleared with other .

house members. Two weeks is suggested
is a maximum stay for a guest but the
ultimate decision'rests with the individual
tiouse and its residents.'

Private charitable trusts provide the
minimal financing for this project.

Conclusion

Although the development process is.
lengthy, uncertain and unique to the
community being served, there are over
100 shared housing arrangements for,the
elderly throughout the country. One of °

them dates back 50 years. Most have been
developed within the past decade and are
surviving well. David S. flarre, executive
director of the Richmond Fellowship-in
Metropolitan Washington, D.C. has
initiated the development a national
network of such programs.
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The program'Svalue lies in its small
scale and potential replicalidity_ on a

iwdespread basis. Voluntary social
sefviceagencies, fraternal and church
grotips, as well aSloCal public housing
and/or service proviiirs, can adapt it to
their needs and establish iS in a variety, of
settings urban, 'suburban, small town,
and rural. It can serve pecdple at all
economic levels. The.prograin does not
require.large capital 'outlays nor the
lengthy lead-time associated with new
construction. Although!facilities designed
fosagup living can be incorporated in
:new housing.for the ekierly-, the. main
-thrust of this type of hOuSing/serVices
arringement$-is towards using existing

. housing stock in innovative ways.

What Sources of Furidtng Are
Available?

, .
5ponsots of shared living projects ave
been as creative in their,search for
fiAances as they have been in dev loping
the, projects. Development fail.. have /
been obtained from bank mo
loans from city governor s, business'
contributions, sponsor ntributions,
community develop ent block grants,
church and commg ity contributions,
private philanthrd . State Shelter
housing programs krekident
contributions. Rent < d service funds

,f7

"One individua s strengths complement .

another's infirmities. creating the mit of
skillpessential to the effective running ofa
group. home.", -

.J

have been arhaissed from Social -.Security
payments, Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) CETA funds, Section a, Title, XX,
Food Stamps, the Older Americans Act, .

Rehabilitation Smicel Administration,
sponsors, and churches and family
donations.

Unfortunately, however, y of the -"";

existing projects have = rienced major
difficulties in obt ing these funds.
Shared i' ojects face many financial
and legal 6 'ers and biaes. For
example often SSI payments are reduced
whe ndividuals move into group homes

ause the value of services provided to
esident§ in the home is considered .

income. ReciPients are thus ineligible for
additional supplementation. Some
residents have been denied food stamps
.because they are treated as a family for
purposes of determining eligibility..
Similar difficulties'with,S*ction 8
payments have'oCcurred. Rental subsidies
have been determined based on the .1.
aggregate income of the residentS of the
house instead of by individual incomes.
Such action would, in effect, eliminate all
but the very lowest income residents from
participation in Section 8. This would .
force sponsors to accept residents on the :
Undesirable basis of income..

Policy recommendations. ,

It is in the areas mentioned inlhe
preceding paragriaph that policy changes
need to be made. so that elders ate not
punished ftfr moving into a shared living
situation by losing part of their SSI

AD

;
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payment, food stamps, or Section 8
subsidy. EqUit ust po .must
be developed t at people may enhance
their in ways they choose without ;

urring economic constraints. Also,
more innovative grants could be made
available so that a greater variety of
shared living arrangements could be
explOred in the near future.

Ms Witkin is Exefutive Director of
Alternative Living for the Aging, Inc., a .

nonprofit corporation in Los Angeles,
Calif.

-

Mr. Wilner attends graduate school at
Brandeis Univer;ity, BostO n, Mass.
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Book Review
. . Older yesidentsin aged neighborhoods also may be an

important part of the solution. Because the elderly are likely to
be owner-occupants in neighborhoods dominated by rental
property, coordinated repair:renovation assistance to older
residents is a key to preserving the housing/stock-awl quality of
life in aged neighborhoods:"

The second half of the boOk is devoted to public policy, with a
detailed rev tew of existing housing neighborhood preservation
programs. Each pfogram is evaluated against six criteria,
derived from HUD's housing goals. efficient targeting, housing
improvement, equalppportunity, preservation of housing stock,
cost minimization, and administrative simplicity (such a sensible
criterion!). A summary table provides the news we all know.
each has strengths and each has weaknesses, but the demand
subsidies like Section 8 seem to be most consistently positive in
serving the broad aims of meeting HUD's housing objectives.

Improving the Elderly's Housing: A'Key to Preserving1the
N3tional Housing Stock and Neighborhoods. Raymond J.
Struyk and Beth J. SoldO. Ballinger, Cambridge, Mass., 1980,
325 pp. ($25.00)

Housing.for the elderly has been growing like the proverbial
tiger the more we feed it, the greater the appetite Some surveys
we have conducted indicate that Tor every resident in Ht.JD-
assisted housing for the elderly Viother potential resident is
waiting to get in And the list does not seem to shank rather, the
more we build, the longer thew airing list We w ill coverthe
needs of residents for perhap 100,000 units for the elderly this
year alone, perhaps 130000 individuals, and still the waiting.
list grows. If we were to build for every potential resident as of
today'only, the cost could exceed $75 billion. And,this does not
take intoaccount the yearly increase among the elderly, which
far exceeds the rapidly expanding construction-programs.
Operating costs, too, are burgeoning. For FY 1980, the elderly
are absorbing more than $2 billion in Housing assistance, out of
$5 billion budgeted, and for FY 1981, this cost jumps to nearly
$2.6 billion out of nearly $6.3 billion.

So what shall we do, andin what direction shall we move'

Like a giant vacuum cleaner, thebook sweeps up a mass of data
in the field and organizes it for the researcher, the policymaker,
or the lobbyist for the elderly. The work of half a dozen
organizations was assimilated to produce the 89 tables and 16
figures, Which decorate tht book like the raisins of a cake It is
further bOttressed by the authors' studies published in HUD's
"Occasional Papers in Housing and Community Affairs,"
particula(ly Volumes 1-3, in which they did much of the _

demographic and analytic work. Their studies for HUD and the
Urban Institute are deeply interwoveninto tie texture of the
book, and led it substantive 4trength and depth

Their approach to the housing needs of the elderly is .

sophisticated and thoughtful. For example, in the discussion of
housing satisfaction they observen::

"Structural, personal, and environmental characteristics may be
viewed as a tripod supporting housing satisfaction. Ike stability
of this stand depends on all three legs and each may be adjusted
to compensate for deficiencies in the other two. The stand will
topple only if problems in one of the legs require adjustments in
the other two that exceed their compensating capacity."

They examine many of the factors that contribute to continued
occupancy of an owned home dwelling maintenance activity,
social services, location, neighborhood conditions (including
perceived security): neighborhood homogeneity. In their
analysis, erne vital suggestions eftikrge:

The social programs that supixort housing maintenance are then
reviewed. Titles III and XX 61-the Older Americans Act are
examined in turn, along with Sections 502 and 504,
administered by the Farmers Home Administration, the
weatherization program of the Energy Department, and the
home repair program for the handicapped. Their conclusion:
"In sheer number of programs supported, it is not HUD

ro rams but Title III funds that form the bulwark of support.
UD-supported housing repair services, however, typically

reach mite individuals and provide greater per-capita
expenditures."

In their final chapter;,/ the authors examine some of the holes in
Federal programming, suggesting remedies and new idea

,Reverse annuity mortgages (RAM) are discussed in great detail,
with a number of variations on the there presented

1/17 conventional RAM, Double RAM, Lifennie Annuity RAM).
There are a number of difficulties with the RAM concept,
especially the unspoken fear. If I remortgage my home, will I
lose it at some future date, forced out on the street in helpless old
age`' 5truyk and SOldo stress the positives that can benefit the
typical older homeowner. Still, the unspoken fear is not fully
exorcised.

The beauty of their approach is that it is essentially cost-
effective, would preserve and strengthen neighborhoods, keep
the eldefly where they are aAd where they belong Furthermore,
it concerns the large majority of the elderly, and if implpented,
could serve to relieve some of the pressure to construct ever-
increasing numbers of new high-rise housing units for the
elderly. And, when'the elderly finally do 'move out, a sizeable
chunk of the housing stock will be better maintained for further
use as family housing, All of these are commendable objectives.

Morton Leeds. Spec. Ais'6on the Elderly. Office of Housing
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Helping the Elderly The elderly (62 years or older) are an'
. extremely important group of potential
Repair Their Homes beneficiaries of these programs. Over 70

,percent of elderly households own their
by Neil S. Mayer it. ,' 7 own.homes, and the almost 12 million

: . - ,';elderly homeowners comprise over a
How well are elderly horneowners served' quarter of the total homeowner
by federally-supported programs for population. Many of the elderly live in
home repairs and imploveruents? A hoses that are old and in need of repairs,'
recent Urban Institute study, funded by rind they often lack the financialjneans to
the Administration on Aging, examines upgrade them. In addition,
elderly homeowners' needs for aid in -..` erderly households may have special
maintaining or upgradingtheir homes, the nonfinancial circumstakcesihat .

contribute to their diffictiliy in keeping
homes in good repair on their own and/or
make them less able to take advantage of

- Federal as&i.gante.
The Federal Government supports i-
growing set of programs to assist in home More generally, elderly hOmeowners
repair, through agencies that include differ both from the nonelderly and among
HUD, the Farmers Home Administration, . thernselwesIn ways that should influence
the U.S. Department of Energy, and the where &km improvement assistance is
U.S. Department of Health and Social principally directed. And the 1.+F:_ous-aid
Services. These programs provide labor programs differ in their ability to serve the

effectiveness of current programs in
meeting those needs, and ways to
impiove that performance.

and materials, either through loans or
grants or directly, along with varying
levels of support services to help
households accomplish needed repairs.

elderly, in ways that could guide program
-design and implementation. A series of
conclusions about focusing and structuring
overall home repair assistance to meet
elderly needs emerges from The Urban
Institute's research.

September 1980 13
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Elderly households deserve a very
sbstantial share of total assistance for a
home maintenance and rehabilitation.
By reasonable standards of housing

'quality, ability to pay for decent shelter,
and actual levels of unassisted
expenditure for.housing repairs, elderly
homeowners have need for aid well
beyond their proportion of the total
homeowner population. More
specifically, considering numbers of
households in inadequate housing, the
elderly .make up over two-fifths of all
homeowners potentially in need of
assistance. Considering households with
both poor housing and low incomes,
elderly homeowners' needs are threes
fifths of the total.

Assistance to elderly homeowners
should be heavily concentrated among

lower-income households., The age of
household heads alone is not a good,

4,
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indicator of their housing repair needs. At
any given income level, elderly
households have homes of no worse

better) quality than other
ho wners.

, ,
Bu lower-income peopyof all ages have.
much higher rates of housing inadequacy
than others and spend far legs on their
own to maintain or improve theirhomes.
Anti a very high proportion of the elderly
arelower income:Therefore, the many
elderly homeowners with low incomes
and inadequate homes, rather than elderly
homeowners more generally, are the
appropriate target for aid.

i

7,
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Minority'groups among elderly
homeowners also deserve special
attention, based on measures of need.
Elderly Minority homeowners are several
times more likely to live in deficient
homes than nonminbriqrcounterparts
with similar incomes:

Oxerall, current Federal programs for
helphmhomeowners maintain and
rehabilitate their dwellings fall short of
the needs of the elderly significantly,
though not immensely..A more
substantial shortcoming appears when the
level of housing quality and iwome is
measured against program benefits.

More substantial still is the magnitude of
the shortfall of total piogram efforts
compared to the needs of both elderly and
nonelderly homeowners. Total resources
need to be greaterif subgroups are to be
more adequately served.

7,

Individual Federal housing repair
programs differ very widely in their
effectiveness in reaching elderly
homeowners. Each of nine programs was
analyzed, comparing the elderly's share
of participation in the program to their
share of need in the broad geographic area
where it operated. Elderly shares of

teesistance vary from far above shares of
cto well below them.

e characteristic that Most strikingly
affects elderly participation in any
given program is whether theyrogram
provides direct grants or onlOoans. ..
The clearest evidence is provided by
ekperience undenjUD's Section 312
loan and Section 115 grant program as the
gram portion was phased out (after 1974).
Overall, participation among the elderly

'



fell.sharply despite some modest increase
in their involvement in the loan
components Apparently, many elderly
homeowners are unwilling and/or
financially finable to use loan assistance
for home repairs. Grant programs are
critical to reaching them with Federal
assistance for home maintenance and
improvement.

Arkysis of the Section 312/115
exicrience also suggests strongly that
inability to afford loans, rather than
attitudinal reluctance to borrow, limits
elderly participation in loan programs.
Grant programs are needed to properly
serve the many low income elderly
households.

Elderly homeowners have a significant
need for programs that provide for
substantial rehabnitafion, rather than

just minor .m4iiirigmaintenance. It is
in areas of basic Inning obsolescence
(e.g., incomplete plumbing and kitchen
facilities, inadequate heating facilities) that
elderly homeowners have significantly

Challyngel

higher rates of poor housing conditions than
do the nonelderly. While maintenance
programs are also important especially
for lower income homeowners and have
been largely neglected in the past, aid for
more substantial rehabilitation remains a
key component of assistance for the elderly
in particular. The small number,of Federal
grants and loans for major improvements
seems inadequate to meet identified needs.

Many elements of locally digcretionari
program design and operation
apparently have significant impact on
participation by elderly homeowners.
Federal home repair assistance programs
leave great scope for local variation in
actual operation. This is true both for
programs that are operated essentially at
the local level using Federal funds (e.g.,
progrants using Community Development
Block Grant funds) and for those,operated
by local offices of Federal agencies.

The way that program outreach is
performed and the level of careful,
personalized attention provided at othe
stages of program involvement
(especially application, eligibility
detennination, and actual work
'performance stages) are local decisions
found to be important in determining

O
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elderly participation. The critical choice
between grants and loans is under local
control in some programs. In o r to
increase elderly participation in home
repair programs, it is essential to increase
our understanding of the role of these and
other tools and to share that knowledge
with local decisionmakers and
administratorscv

A broad policyNmplication of many of
these conclusions, and other stiffly
findings as'well, is that further assisting
elderly homeowners requires significant
commitments of public resources, rather
than merely clever redesign or
manipulation of current aid: As already
indicated, the target group elderly
homeowners with inadequate
housinik isvery poor. Other study
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analyses show that low-income people (of
any age) spend much less on maintenance
and rehabilitation without aid than do
wealthier owners. And even with their
lower basic housing costs, most elderly
owners with deficient homes would have
to pay unreasonably high proportions of ,
income for housing to make average
e nditures on repairs. The problem of
affordability is intensified by the fact that
a significapt share of the elderly's
housing requires substantial
rehabilitation. Private resources of the -
elderly are simply inadequate.

.

On the programmatic side, we have seen
that many elderly owners cannot or will
not participate in programs providing
even subsidized loans, and seem to
require grants or direct services. Some
elderly homeowners have significant
equity values in their homes that public
action might help convert to cash to
substitute for public expenditures. But
further investigation shows that elderly
households with hdmes in 'need &repair
generally areot the ones with substimtial
assets, so that such substitution is an
option of limited value. And many of the
nonfinanCial actions needed to increase
elderly participation in programs that are
financially useful and attractive to them
require personal attention,which can
itself be expensive.

Additional dollars, taken either from aid
to nonelderly` homeow ners or m other
uses, will, therefore, be necess to meet
a greater share of elderly needs for me
repair and improvement. At the same
time, costs can be moderated by target'
aid to the elderly subgroups with greater
housing and financial problems and by
designing programs with sensitivity to
special elderly needs.

Mr. Mayer is Senior Research Associate
with the Urban Institute.
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Notebolok

Wanner ho
one million I
apartments
coordinated

es and lower heating bills next winter for up to
w-iqcome tenants in federally-subsidized
re being offered through two Federal agencies in a
ffort to hold down soaring energy costs.

The Depart ent of Energy (DOE) and the Department of
Housing an Urban Development (HUD) are combining their
resources a d needs to "weathenze",tha.apartments of eligible
low-incom people, particularly the elderly and the handicapped.

DOE's Weathenzation Program offers relief to low-income
people struggling to meet accelerating fuel bills by reducing heat
loss and conserving energy in their multifamily buildings. A
change in program regulations extends wentherization aid to
owners of federally-subsidized housing projects if 66 percent of
the units are occupied by low:income tenants.

Grants of up to $1,900 per dwelling unit are available from DOE, -

through the States, to install insulation, storm windows and
doors, caulking, weatherstripping, and other energy-saving
improvements.

HUD Assistant Secretary for Housing Lawrence B Simons said
the weatheription program could help save an estimated 8,000
subsidized projects from default and perhaps foreclosure on their
HUD-insured mortgages because of skyrocketing fuel bills. Th
weatheriz,atioTtiwork itself, tteadded, might apo provide new
and job training opportunities for tenants eligible udder the
Department of Labor's Comprehensive Employment and
trainingAct (CETA).

-The funds are paid direct to those doing the work, with
preferences.given CETA,employees. The DOE regulation
changes, however, also permit paymen't to contractors when
CETA-funded labor is unavailable, and in these instances, the
per-unit weatherizat ion dist can govto $1,600.

Simons said HUD field offices around t1 country have been
urged to utilize the DOE Weatherization Program and to alert
owners of eligible HUD-subsidized projects to apply direct to
their S tate government for this special funding. HUD field offices
have listings of State-designated Weatherizatiqn Program
representatives.

A. Russell Maraile was sworn in recently by HUD Secretary
Moon Landrieu as General Manager of the New Community
Development Corporation. The appointment was confirmed

,June 15 by the U S. Senate Mt. Marane has responsibility for a
prograrii which encourages the development of well-planned,
diversified and economically sound new communities. Under the
program HUD gives a variety of financial and technical assistance
to the developers of new communities undertaken in central ,

cities; metropolitan suburbs and rural areas.

Consumers who buy unimproved homesite lots get additional
protection under new amendments to Federal legislation
designed to curb fraud in the land sales industry, according to
the U.S.. Department of Housing and Urban Development. New
regulations were issued by HUD's Office of Interstate Land Sales
Registration (OR) implementing major congressional
changes in the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act which
was originally enacted in 1968.

The new rules, in addition to improving consumer safeguards, lift
some of the costly burden of Federal regulations from some small
scale land developers by exemptin,g them-from the requirements
of the Act.

Deyelopers exempt from the Act under the new rules include
those who sell only in the State where the subdivision is located or
sell mobile homes and lots togeiher as packages. If-developers
have subdivisions in standard metropolitstatislical areas
( SMSA's), the sales they make to residents of the SMSA's are
exempt.

Other portions of the" new regulations go into effect next year,-
making it possible for OILSR to cooperate more fully with Its
counterpart State agencies Beginning January 1, 1981, if a State
'administers a land sales program'comparable to-OILSR's, the

IUD Secretary will-certify that State. At that time, developers
registered under a certified State program can satisfy OILSR's
requirements by filing specific State documents with the HUD
Secretary rather than filing separate Federal, documents.

.00
Last JunttlUD announced the publication of a
comprettenSike but practical guide to buying and maintaining a
home.

Entitled the' Homebuyer's Information Package - A Guidebook
for Buying and OWning a Home," the 97-page publication was
prepared by the HUD Office of Policy DeVelopment and
Research.

Theinformation package covers eight areas of information. It can
be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Dept. 32H, Washington; D.C.,
20402, for $4.95. Send check or noney order, or give your VISA
or Mastef Charge credit card account number and expiration date,
and specify GPp Stock No. 023-000-00508-5.

A free leaflet containing pointers taken from 114-package also is
available ..Write Package Pointers, HUD USER, P.O. Box 280,
Germantown, Md. 20767.
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Housing for the
Elderly - Concerns
Voided at HUD
Foryms

by Jackkarwell

1:

Challenge! -

Julia Land, Houston, Texas

Escalating rents, condominium
conversions anaTedevelopment iri older
neighborhoods are taking their toll on the
Nation's elderly, HUD officials were told.
recently in three consumer forums in
Dallas, Los Angeles and Hartford.

The forums were aimed at obtajning public
comment's on the DWartment's policies in
regard to site selection, fair housing and
economic integration.

Elderly concerns surfactdear1)%.

:for example, Ruth Lee, a repr4entati3e of
the' Operation Bread Basket" program in
Houston, Texas, cited two affected areas
itvhat city the Fourth Wal 'atid.Thd
Heights.

.

The Fouth Wrilyd neighborhood is located
immediately west of the downtown

'1" Houston skyscrapers, With only a few
blocks Of land and freeway in between.

The community totals 111 atres and was
settled immediately after the Ciyil War, at
least in part, by some df the ancestors of
some of the current residents.

_Because of its strategic location, the
. Fourth Warq has become increasingly

attractive to leatestate developers and
issrssi I,. V

It 0'

Gerald Terry. Dallas Area Office

investors, who envision high-rise
condominiunkswherelhe small frame
houses of the poor and elderly now stand.

*Many fear displacement;'

Ruth Lee said, "The people are now in the
process of trying to organize and help
themselves, but I don't think they are
fighting a battle they can win "

The Heights area of Houston is also one of
the older communities in the city.

Lee said some of the homes tliere have
been owned by the same families for four
or five,generations.

Some of the elderly residents used to rent
part of their homesor their garage
apartments to other elderly families who
paid $65 to 75 a month rent; but for the
most part, This is no longer possibl

Houston's booming growth and
population explosion Wave brought new
buyers and renovators to The Heights.
41,

1.9
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wain Wooten, Dallas. Texas

any homes in the areahive-been
rchased and renovated and taxes have
yrocketed.

any of the elderly have found they can
n longer pay the new.taxes. Some have
so d their homes and moved. Others have
rai ed the rents on their properties, with
the results that other elderly residents were
diS laced and younger couples who could
afford the rental rates moved in.

Irving, Texas

Mrs.'r,Curtis Harmon, Chairman of the
Local Americans for Better Environment,
says its the lack of moderately priced
single-family homes.

"We're concerned-about the senior
citi/ens and the low-income people who
don't have proper libusing,""%he said.

'Irving is also a high-growth area.

"We would like to see more single-fSmilY
homes in Irving and we're dedicated to
askingfpr less industrial development,"
Harmon said. "We have a lot'of old homes
in the 25- to 30 -year biacket.that could be
fixed up and used. What we need is home-
improvement money. The new homes are

Diane Kaufman, Ft. Worth. Texas

in the $80,000 to $150,000 range and not
many can afford them. It's important to do
sevxthing fir thctower-income and
moderate-incomelarnilies."

a

Los Aheles

Elderly concerns were also discugsed in
Los Angeles. One participant in the
consumer forum there said, 'People who
have lived here 30 to 40 year4 have had to
move elsewhere, without wanting to,tut
no other recourse was open to them.
Families here, are doubling up in small
two-bedroom apartments or houses jusi icr
exist and pay the rent. They I ve with a
shadow of fear hovering over 'hem. It's
the fear of being caught and n t in
compliance with their rental a reement
contract."

k Robert McLaughin, Albuquerque, N.M.

1 Representatives of elderly gro
among those who criticized to
exclusionary zoning ordinance
reagnmended that HUD enco
governments to pursue inclusi
zoning.

ps were
al
s and
rage local
nary

Another forum participant said: "Seniors
on fixed incomes cannot pay inflated
rents. On my own knowledge, as a
licensed real estate person in the State.of
California, I have seen the rent on property
with no major improvements increase
from $7a per month to $300 per month.

'There has been no increase in construction
in areas that are affordable by seniors 'and
low-income families.:

The director of Senior Housing Assi'stance
anta Monica suggested that HUD

"sub idize those who would ply creative
density, so that present-inner-city residents
can stay., Subsidize those who will share
existing space in under-utilized housing. -
Subsidize owners of commercial property
for attractingadditional residential units. "

Mr. Harti,ell is a fleighborhood and
Consumer AffairsSpeckflist in the Dallas
Area Office. HUD,

I
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The processes of purchasing and operating a home have become
costly and often complex. At a time of high interest rates and
rising operating expenses; it is important that the prospective
home buyer have the best possible information available on how
to buy wisely and how to make sound decisions in maintaining the
home."

Donna Shalala, HUD Assistant Secretary for Policy .

Development and Research, announcing publication of the
"Hanzebuyer'sInforsmation Package ,, A Guidebook for Buying
and Owning a Home." June 2, 1980.

"This innovation in a program that wag once limited to housing
----, rehabilitation demonstrates our commitment to provide decent

housing, irnprove the prOperty environment, and also expand
&i,constancy choi in the housing market.'; .

HUD Secretary Moon Landrieu announcing program changes -
(Section 293(k)) designed to improve the existing housing ,stock,
June 10. 1980.

"When it comes to accepeng responsibill conserving
energy in buildings, property man catnot pass the
buck. Certainly, architects and t naneers have a
responIskbility to design energy-efficienthuildings and building
systems, but their influence is limited to new construction and
rehabilitation. . . . After the construction phase of a building,
architects, engineers, builders and developersno longer have
control over its energy consumption. , . ;Die responsibility for
energy'conservation in buildings then ultimately rests with arose
who have ongoing responsibility for operating buildiriss, that is.
property managers. . . . .

- --
E. Robert Miller. President of the Institute of Real E.state
Management (1REM)f .

1f

"Contrary to popular belief, the phenomenon of condominium
conversion, thus far, has played only a small pail in the reduction

labof available rental units. Furthermore, the study (Condom:bums
and Cooperative Conversions) shows that a strong and growing
desire for hoiheovynership is the usual driving force behind,
conversion. . . . This study indicates to me that the nationwide
shortage of available rental units is due to a variety ofreasons. To
single out one be it condominium conversion,'rent control, or
dwhatevec - may be good for venting fruslrations but it doesn't.gel
'rental units built. I hope that this study will help focus our
energies and attention on the real problem - that of finding ways
to encourage the construction f n4eltifamily rental projects,
especially for low- and moder te7income persons.. . . "

a. a

"While the program (Urban Development Action Grant
Program) always giveg special consideration to cities which

- experience a high degr-ee of ec2nomic and physical distress, we
also are taking special steps to.Nsist cities *ith special problems.
In line with-President Carter's request, we will assist in the
development of applications from communities severely affectedo
by drbblems in the automobile industrY. and in addition, we will
provide ori-site assistance to other distressed coinmunities that
want to cwry.out an Action Grant project but have had difficulty
in obtaining firm project commitments from theprivate sector."

e -
11.11D Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and
Development Robert C. EnIlskry. comnienting on the largest
round of awards e under the Urban Development Action
GraitProgratrt. July 9,4

->Of particular significance is the fact that this practice (of.
banning children from rental housing units) is on the increase.
Our survey snows that in 1974, 17 percent of the rental units were
in buildings which had a 'no-children' policy. As of 1980, the
figure has increased to 26 percent The increase reflects two
trends a rise in the nuffiber of new buildings implementing such
policies and the adoptionof ;no-children' policies by buildings
which used to accept children."

HUD Assistant Secretary for Policy Development and Research
Donna E. Shalala 4mmenting on a HUD-related report titled
"Measuring Re,strictive PracticesAgainsLChildren in Rental
Housing: A,National Perspective." July 11, 1980, .

"HUD is setting, aside a minimum of $,6 million incontract '
authority to provide approximately,1,000 units of Section 8
Assisted Housing for low- and moderate-income housing
Minority develbpers will be given preference in this

monstration. . While it is clear we are concerned about
ople getting the counseling they need totte successfur

homeowners and rentets ankve are committed to increasing the
Nation'c,multifarnily hobsing s9pply,, we are just as concerned
about maintaining and improyfng the housing we already have.

GovtrnriGnt alone, cannot overcome the challenges we face. But
Governrifentoiking in partnership with-others from the public
and private sectors.can meet America's needs.

Secretary Moon Landrieu at OperaiionsPUSH Convention in New
Orleans (July 1S, 1980) where he announced a demonstption
program tg assist minority business enterpriss enter the
mainstream of the housing industry.

I'Secretary.Moon Landrieu commenting on release of the first.

nationwide study on the subject of condominium and cooperative
21-

conversions. June 2. 1980,.
t.
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.glderly
Delivery System

. Ft. Lauderdale
(Fla.y

by William H Lindsey and
Bruce Quint

d.

In recent mrths,local community leaders
as Well as Federal and State officials haie
had the opportunity to review the elderly
Services DeliVery SysternDS) of the
Housing Authority in Fuderdale,

Florida (FLHA). In all cases the respolises
have'been highly favorable. Responses
fiom thoseobserving the FLHA activities
have'ranged from "unique, inhovath;g,
and profound" to the "FLHA is doing just

'what needs to be done."
4.

The Commigsioners and staff of the FLHA
are aware that general,reaction to the

'''ESD,S is based not on the fact that the
A. Housing Authority "inventecf.the wheel,"
111, but that the method by which the types of

programs and services were implemented
was unique to housing aVldrities. Of
course, it w,aerecognized by most--

observers that many housingAuthorities ,,
across the count}, have establighed many'
of the service components of the FLHA.

die basic.philosophY adopted by
the FLHA,also repretetned a primeiNtor.'

. which has,as prompted the favorable
reviews. ,

,
Simply stated-,:the FLHA assumes ti)e',
position that housing authorities havea
responsibility which gdes beyond
providing merely bricicsond mortar. Mdre
importantly/his resPonsibility
extended to the point that elderly tenants
are not asked to.le.as;e the housing
authOrity if th6prOject manager feels that
these tenants ate Unable too= for
themselves. The administratibn adopts the
position tilat any strategy that could be
einployed to prevent prematitre
institutionalization of its elderly whoare

s -
inappropriately placed in institutions, is a
strategy ilythe best interest of the overall
community. . -

L49
When the strategy was finest implemented,
some housing authority staff felt that the
FLHA would assume the role of a nursing
home. floweer,.careful analysis revealed
some interesting findings. First, itAyas
dis-Covered that it was because of

22
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economic as opposed to medical
considirations that elderly persons were
placed in an institutional setting. Second,
it was determined that many housing
managers and administrators had excellent
credentials in the field of real estate and
property management, but their ability to
assess the actisal capaeltgroMler people
to remain independent was limited. Third,'
it was deterniined that the Fort Lauderdale
community, like most communities, had
resource agencies that could provide
Services which Would help the elderly
remain in giecommunity., Fourth, it was
discovered that the' provision of servicesto :
the elderly, under the auspices of the
,FLHA, became an excellent organizing '
tOorwhereby the elderly learned how to
become better.tenants, and were eager to
assist with the ongoing maintenance and
management of their housing project.
Fifth, it was discovered that the .-

surrounding community was 4noresivilling-
to accept the FLHA projects as a vsable
part of the neighborhood when co unity ;
service agencies actively supported the
tenants. Finally, the result of having a
successful housing program has given
.gre t confidence to private developers..
an financialnancial institutions to seek joint
ven res with the FLHA to establish
additional housing opportunities.

Alan Apartments

Oneexamplehich demonstrates-the
potential of a housing authority to work
closely with the private sector in
developing elderly housing is the Alan
Apartments Project. The Alan Aparntents
Project is located in the northwest section,
offorl Lauderdale and is an example of
the WS. Department of Housing and
Urba&Development's Section 8
Substantial Rehabilitation Housing

,
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Assistance Payments Program. This
project comprises six two-story buildings
with each building containing 12one-
bedroom apartments for the elderly. Seven

. units have beetiset aside for the disabled.
The project also contains a management
office and community services spaces.

. -
The specific financing and ownership
vehicle for the Alan Apartments is
provided for in Section 11B of the HUD
regulations. Section'l 1B provides for the

4creation of a nonprofit sponsor as an
initnunentaliq, of a local housing...
authority. The instrumentality (nonprofit
sponsor) and the illationshipiwith the
"parent entity". (Housing Authority) are
designed to enable the nonprofit sponsor to
utilize the tax exempt bonding capabilities
of the local housing authbrity.

The role of theFLHAor"parent entity" is
three-fOld: 1) to review and the
plans, specifications, and development
program for construction; 2) to,review and
approve the financing method,
dociunents, and amounts; arid, 3)1a
manage kid operate the project after
completion of the constrUction. The
FLHA also established an agreement with
the private sponsor to-provide financial
assistance for supportive iocial services
for the residents.

Among those social services provided are
a Title III nutrition program, a home
counseling outreachprogran, homemaker

.
services, home companion services,
telephone reassurance, and community
health activities. The services are
specifically designed tefOrestall
preMature nursing home care of the
residents, many of whom were selected for
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tenanting particuIally because of their
Vulnerability. 'This latter point is important
because housing authorities around die
country traditionally abandon residents
who cannot care for themselves,and, as
stated previously, the thrust of the FLHA
activities has been* support activities
which enable eld rly residents to combat
the negati noes of the aging
process, and to support thiservices which
enable elderly residents to reinain in their
homes, even ifthe residents do opt poss8s
all the skills of independent living. .

it must be mentioned that because the
FLHA serves residential areas that are in
some casts slam and blighted, andiu other
cases in a state of physical, economic, and

=--ethnic transition, the FLHA has developed
a program which provides comprehensive
services to the residents of surrounding
neighborhoods as well'is the residents of
the FLHA projects. In essence, the FLHA
has become a focal point for Siderly
services in sections of the community
which often go unserved. By developing a
system of linkages with community
resource agencies, the FLHA has
demonstrated that housing authorities
have'ave the potential to create an efficient and
cost effective continuum of community
care for low- and moderate-income elderly
residents.

In respect to the concept of developing
joint-public-private ventures in order to .
leverage and maximize the impact of
assisted housing funds from HUD and the
private sector-, it should be noted that Alan
Apartments is privately owned:publicly,
managed; and the tax exempt bonds issued
through the nonprofit sponsor were
purchased by Allstate Insurance
Company. The FLHA was aware of the
fact that the neighborhood in which the
Alan Apartments Projeict was located was
traditionally a slum and blighted area in
which FHA mortgage insurance would not ,
heapplicable. Therefore, Alan
Apartments is currently financed with *t
nonmortgage insured fuhds'whicti
repreSent the first example of this type of
financingcarrangemdhCcunently in
operation in Florida. In addition, the Alan
Apartments Ptoject represents a
demo nstratiOi of what can be
accomplished regaziless of the
surrounding neighborhood structure,
provided that the project is planned in a
comprehensive manner for both the
physical structure and the support services
needed for the residents.

Thii last point is important because most
eommunities seeking to serve the hard -lo-
reach, at -risk, inner city elderly
population tend to avoid initiating
prograths'clue to perceived difficulties and
uncertainties.

Needs Asseisment

A fundamental element of the services
offered, is a needs assessment provided.by'
FLHA staff or a staff member of one of the
service agencies listed at the bottom of the
chart of services. On the basis of the needs
assessment, an elderly person may be
offered a combination of center and/or
community based services depending on
the individual's needs. As a result of
ongoing follow-up an individualized_
service plan can then be modified to
include increased, decreased, or more
intensive services as needed. The .

comprehensive nature of this type of-
approach enables the FLHA to leverage, in
an efficient and cost effective manner, the
resources of those comrnunityservice
agencies best able to serve the target
populations of elderly.
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In aildition to the linkages the FLHA has
established with community service
agencies, the FLHA has also madea
concentrated effort to establish a program

/a informal support services. Informal
support servico-se the types of assistance
that familyaighbors, friends, and
religious institutions can provide in a
community setting ..In essence, the
spontaneous and personal assistance that
family, friends, and neighbors can provide
is the type of community 'support '
encouraged by the*FLHA, By supporting
the development of tenant organizations,
buddy systems, and neighborhood action
committees, the FLI-IA places a priority on
establishing an informal support system.
Tie utilization of professional assistance
*is a second step when the assistance needs

f the elderly go beyond the capabilities of
amily, friends, and neighbors.

Services

. It must be emphasized that an elderly
person's degree of functioning is usually
related to the aging process. While an
elderly person may require any one of the
services listed on the chart of service% at
any given time, changing pattern or
services is needed to meet the-elderly___
person's needs as he orshe grows older.
Generally, these changing service needs
are related to health. For example, elderly
peopleln the 60 to 70 year age range
usually require health maintenance

_

activities which are most concemed with
keeping the person mentally and
physically fit. In the 70 to ap yearage
range many people become more aware of
physical Jo es associated with vision,
hearing, an obility. Therefore,
rehabilitation ty rvices are often
indicated: After the ge of 80, health
management activit s are more common:
Services designed to assist a person with
the activities a dai y living are most
pronounced. 'Some f these activities
include ho d meals, shopping
assistance, h rk, mental
he th counse nsive social

ork follow-up.

While the specifip plan of services is based
on an individttsal's life situation, the type of
services in the plan dictates the extent ttr
which the FLHA will coordinate its
activities with community service
agencies or rely omits own,staff. It seems
that Most agencies serving the elderly can
effectively address recreation, education,
and/or health maintenance needs.
However, activities of daily living most
associated with maintaining people in their
homes prior to institutionalization Or
directly after a hospital stay are not as
effectively provided by n'
agencies. Therefore, the FLHA staff is
most concerned with the latter types of
activities.

linkages:-Another important aspect of
creating linkages with community
agencies is that the FLHA has effectively
generated, on a yearly basis,
approximately $250,000 of services
sponsored by community agencies with
approximately $20,000 of FLHA
operating funds. This means that the
FLHA has leveraged more than $12 in .

community services for each dollar Of
operating funds prov idettby HUD.

Since 'southeast Florida represents the area
in the country which manifests the largest

in-migration of elderly, the ability to
establish a cost effective system of
community based care is especially
important.

In sum, the FLHA has accepted as a basic
assumption that housing authorities by
virtue.of law, public purpose, and
economic circumstance are in a primary
position of responsibility to provide a
program a long-term care to the elderly.
Furthermore, the FLHA has accepted the
fact that as elderly people 'grow older, the
physical environment and social supports
'necessary for their well being change?

. Consequently, the' FLHA realizes that the
extent to which the housing authority
controls and structures the'residential
environment of thetlderly tenants

-determines the degree to which these
tenants can be independently maintained
in their honie as opposed to an institution.-
In addition, since housing authorities are
mandated bylaw to operate 24 hours a day
andseven days a week in community areas
which manifest the greatest social and
economic needs, housing duthorities have
a unique opportunity to further the stated
purposes of government and private

-agelicies serving the elderly today.

Mr. Lindsey is Executive Director of the
Housing Authority of the City of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. Mr. Quint is Director of
Planning and Development at the
Authority.

Public Costs

It should be noted that it costs the
government less than $4,000 per year to
supporl an elderly person in a housing
authority apartment. The cost to the
government in southeaSt Florida to
maintain a person in an institution is
approximately $20,000 a year. Included in
the $4,000 cost is the rental and housing
maintenance subsidy that is administered
through the housing authority, as well as
th ost of supportive services
acrinistered through the community
agencies with whom the FLHA has created
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Foreign Inflikination Retrieval System (FIRS)
)

EstaWished-hr ,Pribs Office of International Affairs (OIA)
is primanly.co vented with information exchange The :.',,;.,,;:i
pbjectives of sue elt changes are twofold First, in line with U.S.
national policy to rovide a decent home'and suitable living.
environment for ev Of AmencIn fimiii, QIA facilitates the
atcluisition of ideas 4n4 methods derived from foreign'experience
which may benefit Anden(-.ans cities. Secondly, OIA supports
U S foreign policy through formal and informal agreements for
exchange of data w it4' other nations andihrough pamopation in
multilateral activ1 fees which reflect,U.S7:oncerns and
responsibilities the international community,

.
As data has beco e morecomplex, and the volume of matenal
Available frorp ab oadttas increased; the:01A information system
has evolved into a computei-based proc'ess called the HUD
Foreign Information Retrieval System (HUDFIRS) Thesystem
is designed to identify, acquire, process and make available
current technical, program and statistical data'for dissemination
to and use by a wide variety of persons and institutions.

Over the years, OIA has built an extensive collection of
docurtie'ntation on a variety of subjects reflecting a broadrange of
foreign activ ities and domestic pnorities. This collection is added
to daily by receipt of material from international organizations,
bilateral partneis, national and privAte instituttons and
individuals. Bilatel-al Irrangements include exchanges with
Canada, Fede.ral Republic of Germany, France, Great Bntain,
Japan, Mexico, Spain, Sweden and the U.S.S.R However,
informal arrangements result in data from almost every country in
.ie world. International organizations generating valuable data
incliide various elements of the.United-Nations System the
U.N. Economic Commission for Europe, the Committee on
Ho, sing, Building and Planning (ECE/HBP), the U.N. Ha itat

entre and the U.N. Environmental Program, as well as
Organization foiEconomieCooperation and Develop nt
(OECD) and Air ommittee on Challenges to Mode Society,

' (COMS).

Th4 more than 300 research reports, program documents,
bibliographies and other materials processed each month include
data on legislation, policy, social services, architecture,
engineering. planning, housing and urban finance, urban and
housing management, programs for the elderly, hdndicapped and
other special group's,. energy systems'And conservation, systems
and materials, and tile myriad of other subjects essential to urban

development today. Becaus We cannot afford to duplicate
research for experiment wit he Many ojtions available .

concerning each pressin blem of our cities, this collection of
fOreign experience isaneinvaluable tool for those willing to use it.
Bold the successes and the failures oftaleps allow us to save time,

'matey and manpower in program design, implernentationend
evaluation.

Each document is evaluated, 'key words are identi led, an 0.
abstract is prepared: and standard bibliographic data, is recorded,
Because of the diviiefe and fiver changing terminol gy used in
urban development, HUDFIRS is an "open ende system,
allowing recording and recovery of any desired sword or phrase.

Recovery of a given document is based on the use of one or more
of several indexes:

Persotial author
Coope7gre author (for our purpose, thersinttAort of ongu.),),-.
Report number (reflecting codes used by certain research

institutions)
Key word
Title
Bibliographic . "

Persons v,'Ishing.to use the system may Lids° by Nisiting the office
and reviewing tf5e indexes, with OIA staff pulling these .

thicuthents for immediate-study, Researchers requiring
fierthanent record can be supplied with a limited /lumber of,:.
xeroxes1 pages or, for microfiched items, a set of 98 frame..
transparencies. Microfiche readers are available forage in the
OIA officd.

If the researcher lives outside the Washingtoji area, or is unable to
visit the office, telephone or letter requests will result in the
generation of a computer printout. Using this bibliography, the .
user may request specific items from OIA or,stRnekmaitting, can
leek original documents from the institution of origin. In
emerge ncy.case s , selected data can be mailed or data provided by
telephone on relatively short notice.

For further information wyritegIUDFIRS. Office of International
Affairs, HUD. Room 2118, 451\7th Street. SW. Washington.
D.C. 20410 or call (202) 755y5770. 0
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HUD Do Him in
Economic
Development in
Buffalo
by James F. Anderson and
Hailer B. Platt

Above & Opposite Main St.
development

The HUD activity in Western New York
represents an aggressive program to
work in partnership with the local
iconomic development program. In a
number of examples, this partnership is
accentuated by creative and innovative
approaches by the local government in
cooperation with the HUD,Area Office.

'I'jte City of Buffalo is beginning to make .

a comeback:

Once a major shipping and grain milling
center, as well as a leading industrial
center, Buffalo has suffered severe losses
to its industrial base over the past two
decades. The resulting shrinking tax base
and loss of jobs have severely weakened
the economic viability of the Western
New York area and.specifically
downtown Buffalo.

The city government has begun an
aggressive campaign to return the area to
a position of positive economic growth.

Downtown

Now open, the 500-room Hilton Hotel is
the result of concerted efforts by the city
and business community to answer the
demand for additional hotel space needed
to suppqn the new Buffalo Convention'
Ceat.5., priiing closely with major
MI6 ;institutions, the city was able to

447mix of investment capital
Which effectively lowered the risk
associated with the construction of the
first !tiovilit6in hotel in decades. For this

,,pitijeci,SiPmillion in Urban Development
'4Action Grant (UDAG) funds was used to
subsidize construction costs and leverage
an additional $13 million in private
financing necessary to build the hotel.

Waterfront Development

Considered by many to be one the most
valuable pieces of undeveloped real estate
in the country, Buffalo's downtown
waterfront is soon to be transformed into
a residential and commercial community
unmatched by any in the region.

27

The parcel being deVeloped consists of 66
acres of prime lakefront property
immediately adjacent to the city's central
business district. In order to insure
optimum development and to maximize
visual and economic impact, the city
contracted with the American City
Corporation, a research and consulting
division of the Rouse Company of
Columbia, Maryland. The company's
rote is to review feasibility, to formalize a
development strategy and negotiate
redevelopment.

Residential Development_

Aimedat the growing professional work
force in the Buffalo area, the residential
component will aim to meet the
increasing'demand for high quality
housing in the central city.

The Buffalo Waterfront Development
Corporation is currently reviewing three

`, proposals for development'of two high
use condominiiims oil the waterfront.
Two developers have been designated for
the first phase of this $16 million project...

Office /Retail Complex and Res taurants

A four-building office/retail complex
containing 2185000 square feet will
constitute the commercial core of the
Waterfront Village.

The Pioneer Pyramid Group, a major
development corporation from Syracuse,
has been designated to build the $15
million Village Center. As approved by
the Commercial Development
Committee, the complex will be built in
two phases, withPhase 1 consisting of
two office/retail buildings scheduled to be
completed in December 1980.

The market analysis conducted for the\
waterfront concluded that the
development would support three
restaurants, each specialized to meet
different markets. The first of these
restaurants is now under construction.



'Industrial Sites and Faciliti

A major thrust of thocity's econo
development strategy has been the
development of competitively priced
ingstrial sites and facilities-to satisfy
local,business physical expansion needs,
and to attract other domestic and foreign
industries. A critical shortage of suitable,
readily available, industrial space has
become a major obstacle to economic
growth, in the Buffalo area. In addition
the high cost of land acquisition,
clearanee, and infrastructure, further
reduces the attractiveness of inner-city
sites.

To address this problem, the Division of,
Economic Development has adopted a
comprehensive program to: (1) develop
an inventory of ready-to-go industrial
acreage, (2) provide special facilities such
as small company incubator buildings,
and (3) develop a high technology park to
accomthodaie high growth industries.
UtilizingCommunity Development Block
Grant (CDBG) development dollars, the
city is subsidizing the developmenf
these sites and facilities, reducing th it
costs to marketable levels. To-date,
efforts have, been concentrated on three
Main target areas: The New BuffalO
Industrial Park, the Riverside Industrial
Complex and the High Technology Park.

Challenge!
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The New Buffalo Industrial Park

Based on the recommendations of a study
conducted by Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
expansion of the highly successful New
Buffalo Industrial Park on illiam Street
has been given high priority by city
planners. The intense de d for
industrial land by light and mediUm
industrial firms has motivated the city to
move quickly on the expansion of the
New Buffalo Industrial Park. Final
negotiations for the purchase of 50 acres
adjacent to Phase I are currently
underway.

...."

Riverside Industrial Complex

Located in the city's northwest sector on
Rano Street, the Riverside Industrial
complex, is a 29-acre sprawling industrial
facility which formerly housed.the
American Standard Plant. In a 1979
transaction with the Truly Magic
Corporation, the City of Buffalo
purchased nearly 22 acres of the
abandoned facility for conversion into a
condominium type industrial park.
Working with the city's Local
Development Corporation., Truly Magic
was able to renovate its seven-acre
portion of the facility ,,enabling it to
expand production capacity, double
employment to 300 employees, and
become the anchor tenant for the
-complex. The city-owned portion,
containing 550,000.square feet of
building spacedt;perseddEberout

.
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numerous structures, will be renovated.
with CDBG funds, then sold or leased to
manufacturing firms.

The Local Development Corporation,
coordinator for the project, is currently
reviewing redevelopment plans prepared
by Wit liam Long & Associates for the
conitrsion of the property and buildings.
Redevelopment of the Riverside
Industrial Park Complex is tentatively -

scheduled to begin in the Summer of
1980.

The High Technology Park

Seeking to diversify and strengthen its
industrial base, Buffalo has embarked on
an action plan to stimulate the
development and expansion of reseakh-
oriented,-high-techhology industries
identified in various consultant studies as
having tremendous potential for rapid
growth in the area. The city has begun
acquisition of 11 blocks of largely vacant
land located in a corridor adjaient to the
central business district for development
into a high technology and research park.

'Todde, the city's Division of Economic
-'Devellopment has assisted two firms in

their expansidn moves into the Park.
Using Community Development funds,
the LDC was able to leverage the private
investment capital necessary to finance
the eipansion needs of both Nanodata and
Comptek, designers and manufacturers of
high-powered, computer information
systems. Nanodata, the anchor firm for
the corridor, has begun renovation of a_
five-story existing structure, and expects
to add 400-500 new jobs over the next
three years. Comptek will move its
operations early in 1980 to the newly
constructed S2 million Technology
Center. Leasing 40,000 square feet of the
Center, Comptek expects to increase its
work force by 300 positioni in 1983.
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Upper Main Street Development
Corporation

Early in 1979, the City of Buffalo toOk
the action necessary tb move the plans fo
the revitalization of the city's hi&tonc
theater district off the drawing boards by
creating the,Upper Main Street
Development Corporation. This is a
nonprofit Community Development
Corporation empowered to implement
and coordinate the development plan for
this area of downtown.

Staffed with experienced Community
Development consultants from the
American City Corporation of Baltimore,
the Upper Main Street Development
corporation (UMSDC) has spearheaded
development efforts for the Theater
District Project and acts as the city's
ageliNkhe marketing and management
of real estate development in the area.

The subject of a comprehensive study by
the SUNYAB School of Architecture and
Environmental Design and a market
analysis by the Anierican City
Corporation, both financed with CDBG
funds, the Theater District encompasses a
20-block area in downtown Buffalo.
Located adjacent.to Buffalo's new $20
million Convention Center, the area has
become a major target of the city's
redevelopment efforts and is designed to
once become the major theater and
entertainment center for the Western New
York region.

Utilizing the SUNYAB School of
Architecture and Environmental Design
study to establish general parameters of
developmeTT,"the UMSDC has been
charged with the responsibility for

..,coordinating revitalization of the-district,
concentrating its efforts on the 600 block
of Main Street, site of the district's last
active legitimate theaters.

In order to insure controlled and
expeditious development of the Theater
District, the city used CDBG funds to
purchase seven large vacant Main Street

"
buildings in recent bankruptcy
proceedings. In this manner, the
Development corporation will be able to
insure compatible uses and maintain
quality standards by carefully scrutinizing
investment proposals for these buildings.
The UMSDC has invested $160,000 to
secure the structures and provide certain
maintenance and repair work.

As part of its overall role to foster
economic activity in the Theater District,

-the UMSDC was instrumental in
arranging financing for two of these
ventures. Working in conjunction with
the city's Local Development
Corporation,,a financial package-was
completed for the expansion of the Rue
e lid West, one of the finest French

se tauranti in the City, and the renovation
of the old Masonic Lodge into the
Macaroni Company:

The Local Development Corporation

In order to stimulate economic growth
and increase the job opportunities Buffalo
established the Local Development
Corporation in May 1978. A not-for-

`profit development corporation, the LDC
was cleated as the Division of Economic
Development's vehicle for assembling the
financing needed to retain and attract
business to the city. Aware_of the
difficulty many firms face in obtaining
loan capital, the LDC establisheda
capital fund, utilizing CDBG dollars, to
assistsmall and medium sized businesses'
in securing the financial resources
necessary t expand their operations.
Limited primarily to the financing of
fixed assets, such as the purchase or
modernization of facilities and
equipment, the funds are utilized to
leverage private investment dollars using
a guide -,of three private dollars for each
public dollar committed.

Ranked by the National Development
Council.as the fifth most active loan
vehicle of its type in the Nation, Buffalo's
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Left NemBuffalo Industrial Park
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LDC loan program has arranged over $20
million in financial packages since May
1978, leveraging on the average of $5.5
dollars from private sources foreach LDC
dollar committed. Since LCD's*
inception, 22 businesses have been
assisted, securing the retention of 1,000,
jobs and the creation of over 1,200 new

- jobs.

Minority Confractor Program

Equally successful has been its Minority
Contrictor Assistance Prbgram (MCAD).
The first program of its kind in the
Nation, the MCAPextends lines of credit
to qualified minority construction
contractors to assist them in obtaining
construction contracts. Since NCAP's
inception in May 1979, lines of iredit
totalling $548,000 have been extended to
27 contractors, allowing them to bid
successfully on S7 million in construction
prbjects. Effectively generating nearly
S13 dollars in contracts for each LDC
dollar loaned, the program has expanded
opportunities forminority-owned firms,
allowing them to participate more fully in
the redevelopment of the city. Through
this program, it is estimated that

.approximately.alkonstrujobs have
been generated for inner-city residents.
This program is 100 percent financed
with CDBG dollars. \\ /

Highlighting the LDC's aetivities to date
has been the successful financing of
Nanodata and Comptek, twicichnology
firms whose projected growth (300-500
new jobs each), site, physical facility and

' capital requiremerlts, presented the LDC
with'one of its biggest challenges. The
companies' expansion needs also )
provided the LDC the opportunity to
launch the development Qf the city's
proposed high-technology corridor
adjacentto downtown,

Working in conjunction with the Nevi
York State Urban Development
Corporation, the U.S. Econotnic
Development Administration, and three
private venture capital firms, the LDC
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was able to assemble a complex financial
package to meet the capital needs of the
Nanodata Corporation, a designer and
manufacturer of high-powered, multi-use
computers. Using CDBG funds, the LDC,-
agreed to grant d deferred loan secured by
preferred stock in the amount of
$550,000, with the proceeds used to
renovate the Weed Building at the foot of
the Technology Park. LDC's investment
accounted for 8.4 percent of the financial
package, with each LDC dollar
effectively leveraging nearly SI I in other
funds.

.
The success of this financial package not
only assured that Natiodata would
maintain and expand area operations
(creating 400-500 new jobs over the next -
three years), but also acted as a catalyst
for the next development in the high
technology corridor - construction of the
Buffalo Technical Center.

Now fully constructed, the S2 million,
55,000 square foot Technical Center, was
part of the complex transaction designed
to attract Co mptek (a designer and
manufacturer of computer systems) into
the Technology Park. Working with a
private developer, the LDC helped
finance the Technical Center,
constructing a building which could meet
the expansion requirements of Comptek,
as well as otherhigh technology firms.
With new industrial space available,

.Comptek made the decision to move intoatti,e P , leasing 40:000 square feet in the
new st cture. To further assist
Comptek's expansion, LDC funds were
used to giant a $300;000 deferred loan
secured by Comptek preferred stock, with
proceeds used to leverage private
investments for working capital.
Although these two expansion moves
represent majownployment gains for the
city, equally_ in-IN-tam to thei_DC is the
expansion of smaller and medium sized
businesses, in line with the overall
strate6 to diversify and stabilize the
city's economic base. Often in '

c Unction with the SBA's 502 low
, ,

Challenge!

interest, long term loan program,
recipients represent a broad range of
industrial and commercial activity.

Innovative Financing

Development efforts, particularly for
small and'medium sized firms, often
demand creative andlinnovative types of
capital formation in order to finance their I

expansion needs.

Federal Community Development funds,
funneled through the Local Development
COrporation, have been an overwhelming
success in generating private capital
investments and in fostering creation of
much needed jobs in the area.

Fixed Asset Firiancing
To help overcome the shortage of long
term fixed asset'financing, the LDC
utilizes the mechanisms of the Small
Business Administration in conjunction
with local banks, This program enables
the LDC to provide long-term financing
at a below market interest rate.

Land Reclamation Revolving Loan
Fund
The Land Reclarriation Revolving Loan
Fund was designed bridge the gap in
the area's.existing financial market, and
encourage investors to overcome their
reluVance to invest in speculative
industrial projects.

Near Debt to Equity Financing
Rapidly growing companies face an
additional problem of having to raise both
the necessary capital for physical plant
expansiorfas well as the working capital
nqeded to finance higher employment
levels and increased inventories. The
solution to this problem involves an
innovative financing method designed to
expand the firm'smet worth and equity
base through fixed asset improvements,
without diminishing its borrowing
capacity for working capital. Funds are
made available through deferred loans
with preferred stock as security.

MinorityBonding
Another program operated by the LDC is
aimed at answering the financial needs ca.
minority contractorsrproviding a means
for entry into the mainstreams of the
construction field. With nearly a half
billion dollari in new pqblic construction

;alone currently in progress, the Minority
Assistance Bonding Program provides
minority contractors the opportunity to
participate more fully in Buffalo's
revitalization.

This program is designed to provide
financial resources to certified firms that
need capitalization or bonding security.
Very often minority contractors are
excluded from bidding on major
construction projects, due to insufficient
workicapital ilecessary to obtain the
performatickbonds required for publicly
bid projeasifo assist these otherwise
qualified contractors, the LDC extends
lines-of-credit at low interest rates to
eligible firms. Using these funds to
leverage additional financing: minority
contractors are then able to raise the
working capital needed to secure
performance bonds and successfully bid

.on construction projects.

Mr. Anderson is Area Manager of the
Buffalo Area Office. Mr. Platt is
Rehabilitation Management Specialist
(Community Planning & Development) in
the Buffalo Area Office.
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Lines & Numbers

A Summary of HUD Housing Units for the Elderly
Construction Programs

Section , No of No of
Number Program Status Projects Units Value .,

3 4 Low-Income Public
Title II Housing Acme .; 10.750 1.200.000 Not Available

Direct Loans for Hous- Inactive- 330+ 45275 S 574.580.000
202 ing for the Elderly

and Handicapped Active3 1.211 91. 3.325.074.000

221td13 Multifamily Rental Housing forActive 3.417 346.383 5.337.577.561

Mortgage Insurance for
231 Housing for the Elderly Active 477 64.116 1.082.90.264

Low- and Moderate-Income
221(04 Families Active 3.874 447.938 8.939.941.234

Homeownership Assistance: for Inictive-1. 472.0597 473.032 8.456.660.790
235 Low- and Moderate-

Income Families Active 40.862 40.893

)
.

.Ist .

207 Multifamily Rental
,

, 207 Housing , Active 2.630 285.108 3.937.745.205
Rental and Cooperative

236 Assistance for Lower . Inactive ' 4.052 434.645. 7.479.970.182
Income Farntli4

202/236 202/236 Conversions Inactive 182 28306 482.032.750

, Nu 44' omes
'232 ., ermediate Active L271 145.262 . 1.581.565.981' are Facilities .4Non-ConstructioriPrograrns

8

Existing4
Active 9.446 821 8-- N/A

Low -
Income New4.5

.
Rental Construction Active 8.393 538.561 - N/A .
Assistance .

Substantial
4.5

, .

Rehabilitation Active L650 .112.828 N/A .
. .

...

4 's
Rehatulitatton Loans Active 6

75`:913. N/A it 780.225.000

Low Rent

Approx
No El- % of Elder-
derty Units ly Units

1+
552.000 46%-i-

Reporting
Tenod

CUmulative
thru 9/30/79

45.275 100 Cumulative
that 1972

87.522 ,95 Cumulative
. thru 5/31/80

Cumulative

6455.60

100
7

thru 12/79
Cumulative
thru 12/79.

Total program
Figure thru
Revision
Cumulative
Revised Pro-
gram thru 5/80

3.421

--,

2

Cumulative
thru 12/79
Cumulative

53.799 12 thru 12/78

28306 100 Cumulative
thru 12/78

145.262
..

100
Cumulative
thru 12/79

,.

240342 29 ,... Cumulative
thru 5/31/80

Cumulative
290.447 .54 thru 5/31/80 -

.
Cumulative

40.107 35

Approirt-

thru 5/31/80",

Cumulative
N/A mately thru 9/30/79

25% of thy
Loans

S' Cumulative23 Leased Housing . Inactive2 N/A 163.267 N/A 54 000-0 354-* thrt1/412/75f ,
'Data does not indicate how many of these units are designed specifically for the elderly
2

Figures for original program reported through program revision.

19Figuresforrev!ised'Seetion 20218 represent cumulative project reservations as of 5/31/80.
4

Figures represent cumulative fund reservations through reporting date
5

Figures do not include Section 8 commitments attached to Section 202/8 fund reservations

44* 1 2
6

Figures represent loan commitments only
7
Figures represent number of mortgages

This table was compiled by the Office of the Special 4.ssistant for Elderp Housing and Special programs. with the assistance of the Housing Budget Division,
Management Information Systems`pivision. Multifamily and Single Family Insured Branches. and the Data Systems and Statistics Branch. in the Office ofHousing.
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